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360°
DOOR 

OPTIONS
Suitable for 
shower trays

Suitable for 
vinyl flooring

Made to 
measure service

Ideal for smaller 
bathrooms

Suitable for 
tiled floors

SHOWER DOORS
Bespoke, made to measure, half height 
carer doors for shower trays & wetrooms.
Designed for independent & assisted showering to help retain water in the shower area. Ideal for use on shower trays or in wetrooms 
providing ease of use & installation. 

USER BENEFITS
• Rise & fall hinge system lifts the doors by at least 10mm as they are opened, to prolong the life of the floor seal &    
 make the doors easier to operate. 
• Watertight ‘click’ hinge at door intersections for increased strength & durability or 360° hinge for access flexibility.
• Coloured handles, latches & curtain rail support poles available to assist users with visual impairment or dementia sufferers.
• Easy grip ‘D’ handles supplied to assist opening.   
• Full length magnetic door closing seals the door at the closing point.  

INSTALLATION BENEFITS
• Made to measure & normally dispatched for NEXT WORKING DAY delivery*.
• Pre-assembled for easy installation.
• Wall levelling compensator allows at least 25mm of adjustment for out of square walls & floors.
• Integrated corner block designed to be trimmed to suit 10mm or 38mm radiused floor covings.
• Step by step, easy to follow installation guides supplied & available to download online.

SPECIFIER BENEFITS
• Manufactured in the UK from components that are 100% recyclable.
• Available in a white powder coated finish as standard or Luxe polished etch bright silver.
• Glazed in impact resistant PET or 4mm toughened glass, see page 2.
• Half height doors manufactured at 750mm, a preferred height for carers. Other heights available on request.
• Standard & bespoke door options available to suit all practical applications. 
• All seals manufactured from flexible PVC, rubber or co-extruded rubber.
• NOW SUPPLIED with a curtain rail & 2000mm drop, 4oz white, satin striped, weighted, polyester, antibacterial shower curtain.
• Optional 360° hinge system available to enable the doors to fold in & out of the shower area. Please request when ordering.

   Shower doors are suitable for use with showers that have an output of up to 15 litres per minute.

*Does not include deliveries to Ireland, Western Isles, Shetland Isles or events beyond our control. Longer lead-time applies for doors glazed with toughened glass.

For full technical product details visit www.contour-showers.co.uk
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ORDER TOGETHER FOR NEXT WORKING DAY DELIVERY...

  

                      Glazed with PET environmentally friendly 
impact resistant glazing as standard or 4mm 
toughened glass available on request. 
(Longer lead-time applies for toughened glass).

  

                      360° hinge system available to enable bi-fold 
doors to fold into the shower area, ideal for 
small bathrooms. Suffix the door reference 
with 360 when ordering, eg: WF3LH-360.

  

                      Flip over latch will prevent door movement 
should a carer lean against them & will provide a 
more rigid enclosure. Available in Blue to assist 
the visually impaired & dementia sufferers.

  

                      Integrated corner block designed to be 
trimmed to suit 10mm or 38mm radiused floor 
covings.

  

                      Easy to grip ‘D’ handles supplied for users with 
limited strength. Also available in Blue & Black to 
assist the visually impaired & dementia sufferers. 
(Blue & Black handles available for click hinge doors). 

  

                      Luxe polished etch bright silver doors will 
give a modern appearance to an easy access 
bathroom, see above left opposite also.
Toughened glass available on request.

  

                      To measure the area for your shower doors 
to fit, it is important that accurate dimensions 
are taken from the tile face to tile face or to the 
proposed closed position of the doors. 

  

                      Supplied as standard with a 2000mm drop 
antibacterial protected shower curtain to 
inhibit the growth of bacteria & fungi. See 
page 42 for more details.

  

                      Rise & fall hinges lift the door by at least 
10mm & are easy to operate & highly 
manoeuvrable. Doors will also remain open 
when in the open position.

Doors will be supplied with our standard click 
hinge unless stated otherwise when ordering.! 

360° hinge detail

! Blue latches available for click hinge doors.

To place an order: 01606 592586   Technical helpline: 0845 402 9924   Email: sales@contour-showers.co.uk 



CORNER ACCESS

STANDARD OR MADE TO MEASURE DOOR OPTIONS,  

WF1 WF2 WF3

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1000mm
Bi-folding & single door provide 
maximum access.
Right hand illustrated.

WF4

Maximum size:
A: 1200mm
Bi-parting doors provide maximum access.
This option is not handed unless doors 
are unequal widths.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1500mm
Twin bi-folding doors provide maximum 
access in a confined space. Right hand 
illustrated. This option is not handed 
unless doors are unequal widths.

Maximum size:
A: 1600mm, B: 1500mm
Bi-folding & tri-folding door allowing 
full access in a confined space.
Right hand illustrated.

CORNER ACCESS WITH FIXED PANEL

WF6 WF7 WF8

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 900mm
Bi-folding door hinging from a fixed panel 
for corner access.
Right hand corner illustrated.

WF9

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 900mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the wall for 
maximum access.
Right hand corner illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1000mm
Bi-parting doors hinging from the wall & 
fixed panel for ease of use. 
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1500mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the wall with 
single door hinging from the fixed panel.
Right hand illustrated.

FRONT ACCESS

WF14 WF15 WF16

Maximum size:
A: 1200mm
Easy to open single door opens outwards 
allowing full access. 
Right hand hinged illustrated.

WF17

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm
Bi-parting doors hinging from the wall for full 
access in a restricted room.
This option is not handed.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the wall for 
maximum access in a confined space. 
Right hand hinged illustrated.

Maximum size: 
A: 2000mm
Bi-folding & single door allow full access to 
the showering area. 
Right hand hinged illustrated.

WF1LH
WF1RH WF2 WF3

WF4LH
WF4RH

WF6LH
WF6RH

WF7LH
WF7RH

WF8LH
WF8RH

WF9LH
WF9RH

WF14LH
WF14RH WF15

WF16LH
WF16RH

WF17LH
WF17RH

all door options are right handed unless stated.

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

WF1LH-360
WF1RH-360 WF3-360

WF4LH-360
WF4RH-360

WF9LH-360
WF9RH-360

WF16LH-360
WF16RH-360

WF17LH-360
WF17RH-360

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE
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CURTAIN & CURTAIN RAIL:
Shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail & 4oz weighted, satin striped, antibacterial shower curtain.

360˚ DOOR OPTIONS:
360˚ centre hinge system can be added to bi-folding shower doors to allow folding into & out of the shower area.
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For full technical product details visit www.contour-showers.co.uk



LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOORS:
Choose LUXE Range shower doors to create a modern appearance to an easy access bathroom. 

COLOURED DOOR FITTINGS:
Coloured handles, latches & curtain rail support poles available to assist the visually impaired at no additional cost. Colours available: Grey, Blue & Black.  (Pole: Blue only).
NOTE: 360˚ hinge options only available in grey.

WF5

Maximum size:
A: 1350mm
Twin sliding doors hinging from the wall 
allow maximum access & ease of entry. Will 
fit an area over 875mm, maximum 1350mm. 
This option is not handed.

WF10 WF11 WF12

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm, B: 1000mm
Tri-folding door hinging from the wall opens 
for maximum access to the shower area. 
Right hand illustrated.

WF13

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm, B: 1000mm
Bi-parting doors for ease of entry, with a 
fixed panel & vertical, curtain rail support 
pole. Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm, B: 1500mm
Twin bi-folding doors for ease of use, with a 
fixed panel & vertical, curtain rail support 
pole. Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm, B: 1000mm
Tri-folding door hinging from the wall allowing 
full access in a confined room. Fixed panel 
with a vertical, curtain rail support pole. 
Right hand illustrated. 

WF18 WF19 WF20

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm
Tri-folding door can span a wider room 
opening & provide full access. 
Right hand hinged illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm
Twin bi-folding inline doors for 
maximum access. 
Not handed. 

Maximum size:
A: 1350mm
Sliding door can extend across the shower area & opens 
outwards. Will fit between two walls minimum 875mm & 
maximum 1350mm. Right hand illustrated.

WF5

WF10LH
WF10RH

WF11LH
WF11RH

WF12LH
WF12RH

WF13LH
WF13RH

WF18LH
WF18RH WF19

WF20LH
WF20RH

LUXE NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS OPTION.

LUXE NOT AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS OPTION.

360°
DOOR 

OPTIONS
Available for door 
options  showing 
360˚ emblem, please 
ask if unsure.

WF10LH-360
WF10RH-360

WF12LH-360
WF12RH-360

WF13LH-360
WF13RH-360

WF18LH-360
WF18RH-360

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

A
A

B A B A B A
B A

A A A

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

WF19-360
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To place an order: 01606 592586   Technical helpline: 0845 402 9924   Email: sales@contour-showers.co.uk 



WF28LH
WF28RH

FRONT ACCESS WITH FIXED PANEL

FRONT ACCESS WITH RETURN PANEL

WF21 WF22 WF23

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm
Single door opens outwards allowing full 
access. With a vertical, curtain rail support 
pole. Right hand illustrated.

WF24

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm
Bi-parting doors hinging from the wall & fixed 
panel, for easy access. With a vertical, curtain 
rail support pole. Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm
Single door hinging from the vertical, 
curtain rail support pole. 
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the wall for easy 
access with a vertical, curtain rail support pole.  
Right hand illustrated.

WF28 WF29 WF30

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm, B: 1000mm
Single door with fixed front & return panels. 
With a vertical, curtain rail support pole. 
Right hand illustrated.

WF31

Maximum size:
A: 1200mm, B: 1200mm
Single door with a return panel where assisted 
showering is required. With a vertical, curtain 
rail support pole. Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1200mm
Bi-parting doors with a return panel where 
assisted showering is required. With a vertical, 
curtain rail support pole. Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1200mm
Bi-folding door with a return panel where 
assisted showering is required. With a vertical, 
curtain rail support pole. Right hand illustrated.

WF21LH
WF21RH

WF24LH
WF24RH

WF22LH
WF22RH

WF23LH
WF23RH

WF29LH
WF29RH

WF30LH
WF30RH

WF31LH
WF31RH

FIXED PANEL

WFX

Maximum size:
A: 1000mm
Full height fixed panel with a vertical, 
curtain rail support pole.
Right hand illustrated.

WFXLH
WFXRH

WFY

Maximum size:
A: 1000mm
Half height fixed panel with a vertical, 
curtain rail support pole.
Right hand illustrated.

WFYLH
WFYRH

WF31LH-360
WF31RH-360

WF24LH-360
WF24RH-360

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

B A B A B A
B

A

A A A A

A A

CURTAIN & CURTAIN RAIL:
Shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail & 4oz weighted, satin striped, antibacterial shower curtain.

360˚ DOOR OPTIONS:
360˚ centre hinge system can be added to bi-folding shower doors to allow folding into & out of the shower area. 
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STANDARD OR MADE TO MEASURE DOOR OPTIONS,  all door options are right handed unless stated.

For full technical product details visit www.contour-showers.co.uk



WF25

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the           
vertical, curtain rail support pole. 
Right hand illustrated.

WF32 WF33 WF34

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm, B: 1200mm
Twin bi-folding doors open to allow full access, 
with a return panel & vertical, curtain rail 
support pole. Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm, B: 1200mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the fixed panel, 
with two vertical, curtain rail support poles.    
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm, B: 1200mm
Bi-parting doors hinging from the fixed &
return panel, with two vertical, curtain rail 
support poles. Right hand illustrated.

WF26

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm
Two fixed panels with centralised bi-parting 
doors & vertical, curtain rail support poles. 
This option is not handed.

WF27

Maximum size:
A: 1850mm
Sliding door extends across the shower area to 
meet a 500mm fixed panel. Fits between two 
walls minimum 1375mm. Right hand illustrated. 

WF25LH
WF25RH WF26

WF27LH
WF27RH

WF32LH
WF32RH

WF33LH
WF33RH

WF34LH
WF34RH

WF35

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm
Twin bi-folding inline doors hinging from the 
wall for easy access. With a vertical, curtain 
rail support pole. Right hand illustrated.

WF35LH
WF35RH

LUXE NOT AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS OPTION.

WF25LH-360
WF25RH-360

WF35LH-360
WF35RH-360

WF32LH-360
WF32RH-360

WF33LH-360
WF33RH-360

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

360°
HINGE 

AVAILABLE

B A B
A

B A

A A A A

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOORS:
Choose LUXE Range shower doors to create a modern appearance to an easy access bathroom, see right. 

COLOURED DOOR FITTINGS:
Coloured handles, latches & curtain rail support poles available to assist the visually impaired at no additional cost. 
Colours available: Grey, Blue & Black. (Pole: Blue only).
NOTE: 360˚ hinge options only available in grey.
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360°
DOOR 

OPTIONS

To place an order: 01606 592586   Technical helpline: 0845 402 9924   Email: sales@contour-showers.co.uk 

Available for door 
options  showing 
360˚ emblem, please 
ask if unsure.


